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Noether’s theorem has been used to great success throughout many areas of physics,

and has been one of the main generators of new research areas. This paper extends

her results to general Manifolds and finds the necessary conditions for her theorem

to break down. The example of the M¨obius strip is investigated in detail and by

the inclusion of Complex numbers in it’s structure, leads to possibilities of generating

Quantum Theory merely from structurally abstract space-times.



1



Introduction



conservation laws present in a system, in

mathematics it becomes even more elegant,



One of the most resilient theories in Physics



it intertwines Group Theory to Quantum



is that of Hamilton’s Principle, the idea



Mechanics and essentially creates the field



that any system will evolve in such a way



of Particle Physics.



as to minimise it’s action. This, originally

formulated as an equivalent explanation



The motivation for this project comes,



of Newtonian mechanics has survived



as much physics does, from an example.



throughout the revolutions of Relativity



Consider a particle moving on a M¨obius



and Quantum Mechanics. Alongside this



strip.



lies the famous Noether’s theorem. When



examined, the strip is viewed as a flat



Emmy Noether published her theorem in



surface equivalent to R2 , and hence local



1918 [1], she released one of the most



translational symmetry is present and



powerful tools into the world of physics.



by a standard result from Noether, two



In words, this is a theorem regarding the



conserved momenta are obtained.



correspondence between symmetries and



if global motion is considered, e.g.

1



If only its local motion is



Now

the



particle making one rotation around the

loop with some velocity perpendicular

to the loop, it can be seen that upon

returning to the initial loop position, the

perpendicular velocity has been reversed.

This immediately shows that at least one

component of momentum is not always

conserved,



clearly there is something



beneath this effect, some description of the

system that has not been studied and is not

Figure 1: The Sphere S2 is locally equivalent to



accounted for in the initial theorem.



2



R2 .



locally equivalent to R, but as will be seen



Theory



shortly, there are further conditions which



2.1



are broken with this example. To start the



Manifolds



theory, Topology must be visited briefly.

2.1.1



Structure of Manifolds



The starting point for any exploration of



Definition 1 Given a set S, and, τ , a col-



non-trivial motion is the Mathematical



lection of subsets of S. τ is called a topology



Topic of Manifolds. An intuitive idea of



on S if the following 3 criteria hold:



a manifold is some space that is locally



• ∅, S ∈ τ



equivalent to Rn , as an example if a



• ∀ Ti ∈ τ,



small portion of the surface of a sphere

is examined then this can and will be



•



assumed to be flat, as one experiences



n

\



∞

[



Ti ∈ τ



i=1



Ti ∈ τ, n ∈ N



i=1



living on the Earth, this is shown in



When these conditions are satisfied the pair



Figure 1. This way of thinking is helpful



(S, τ ) is termed a Topological space, and



when trying to gain some understanding



the elements of τ are defined to be open.



of the system, but the mathematical



This creates the most general structure you



description must be explored to acquire



can put on a set, since it only requires the



satisfying and rigorous answers.



As an



concepts of subsets and does not need more



example consider two lines crossing each



intricate ideas like distances to work. All



other and ask the question, “Is this a



manifolds are topological spaces at heart,



manifold?” It could be said that this is



and this is the setting from which they

2



evolve, but it is usually only necessary to

use this detail when investigating abstract

unphysical spaces. To be able to physically

use the maths, it is best to jump straight

to Differentiable Manifolds.

Definition 2 The definition of a Topological Manifold is a topological space M, that

is:

Figure 2: An example of a space that fails to be



• Second Countable - the topology has a



a manifold, with two neighbourhoods, S1 , S2 ,

of the point p shown



countable basis,

∃ B = {Bi }∞

i=1 :



S



i



Bi = M and



∀i, j ∈N, ∀x ∈ Bi,j = Bi ∩ Bj ,



their boundaries, however the intersection



∃I ⊆ Bi,j : x ∈ I



of these two sets, S1 ∩ S2 = {p} is a

closed set.



• Hausdorff - Any 2 points in the topol-



Hence this space fails the



ogy can have disjoint neighbourhoods.



third condition in Definition 1, is not a



∀x, y ∈ M, ∃ open sets X, Y :



topology and therefore not a manifold.



x ∈ X, y ∈ Y and X ∩ Y = ∅



This example illustrates the importance



• For a cover {Ui }m

i=1 of M, i = 1 . . . , n



of the mathematical rigour in physical



with each Ui open, ∃ an Atlas A =



systems. It is easy to envisage a system

of motion where a particle is confined to a



n

{Ui , Φi }m

i=1 , Φi : Ui → Vi ⊆ R .



cross, but in this case one must remember



• The transition maps, defined as

Φji := Φi ◦ Φ−1

are homeomorphic, i.e

j



that manifold theories will not necessarily



the maps are continuous and have con-



apply.

Before



tinuous inverses.



proceeding



to



more



study,



Further, if the transition maps are C ∞



one more note on the fundamentals of



diffeomorphic, i.e. both they and their in-



manifolds will be made. This is about the



verses are infinitely differentiable, then this



orientability of manifolds.



is called a Differentiable Manifold.[2]



essentially means the ability to define



Orientability



a consistent coordinate system across

It is now possible to answer the



the whole manifold.



There are several



question posed earlier, “Is a cross a



mathematical definitions of this property,



manifold?” Consider Figure 2, here two



but a useful one is as follows:



neighbourhoods of the center point p are

shown. These are open, so do not include

3



Definition 3 Defining the Jacobian matrix of a transition map Φji as

i,j

Jµν

= ∂ν Φjiµ ,



(1)



a manifold is defined to be orientable iff

i,j

∃ A = {Ui , Φi }m

i=1 : det(J ) &gt; 0,



∀i, j = 1, . . . , m [3]



2.1.2



1-D Manifolds

Figure 3: The set S1 with two compatible



The dimension of a manifold is defined as



charts shown on it.



the dimension of Rn that the charts Φi map

to. It thus seems a logical step to look at





and S1 \{S}, φ , with transition map,



the lowest dimension manifolds, excluding



 θ − π if θ ∈ (π, 2π)

φ=

,

 θ + π if θ ∈ (0, π)



0-D manifolds, which are collections of

points and will have trivial properties.



(2)



It can be shown[4] that there are only

as in Figure 3.



four distinct, connected 1-D manifolds, all



The Jacobian of this transition map is



others are diffeomorphic (can be smoothly

J



deformed) to these:



= (∂θ φ) = 1 &gt; 0, ∀θ.



So an



Atlas is found that has positive Jacobian



• [0, 1]



determinant, by Definition 3 this implies S1



• (0, 1)



is also orientable. The use of this result is



• [0, 1)



that any non-intersecting path traced out



• S1



by a particle, will be orientable.



Importantly, these are all orientable. This

result follows trivially from the first three,



2.1.3



since these are just sections of R which is



Tangent Manifolds



certainly orientable, and are covered by one



The concept of a vector becomes hazy



chart only, namely the identity, Φ(x) = x.



when starting to examine manifolds, the



On the other hand, any attempt to cover S1



usual understanding is of an object that



by a single chart will fail, since it will either



‘points’ from one place to another, but if



miss points or double cover points, due to



the surface of a sphere is considered, this



the charts being open. An Atlas can be



achieved with the two charts S1 \{N }, θ



concept of pointing no longer makes sense.

Either a vector now passes out of and back

4



into the manifold, or else it is curved in



be created by defining one more set, the



some way. Neither of these notions offer



Tangent Bundle.



a consistent construct, the first requires

the notion of a manifold being embedded



Definition 6 The Tangent Bundle of M



in a higher dimensional space whilst the



is defined as



second is not defined by a point but by

a path.



T M :=



So follows the idea that these



[



Tp M,



(5)



p∈M



‘vectors’ must be redefined as existing in

and has a corresponding canonical pro-



some co-dimensional space outside of it.



jection



Take a path on M, the manifold, defined

as:

C := {γ(t) : t ∈ [0, 1]} ⊆ M,



π : T M → M, π(p, vp ) = p



(3)



(6)



then at any point on this path, consider the



The Tangent Bundle thus contains all of



quantity dt (Φi ◦ γ) (t). This is tangent to



the possible positions and velocities of



the motion of the particle and thus to the



any particle on the manifold’s surface,



manifold, so will form the new concept of



and it is this property that will prove



vector.



invaluable when defining Lagrangians later.

As a final note, this is a product of two



Definition 4 γ : [a, b] → M is a differ-



manifolds, M and its Tangent Planes, and



entiable curve on M, at the point t0 if the



is therefore a manifold in its own right



limit:



with twice the dimension of the M, i.e.

lim



t→t0



(Φi ◦ γ)(t) − (Φi ◦ γ)(t0 )

t − t0



T M will inherit the differentiable structure



(4)



and other regular properties of M , a fact

also helpful when working with functions



exists and is unique.[5]



defined on it.

Definition 5 A Tangent Vector at the

point p := γ(t0 ) is then defined as γ 0 (t0 ).[6]



2.2



The set spanned by all Tangent Vectors,

generated by all differentiable curves pass-



2.2.1



Noether’s Theorem

Euler-Lagrange Equations



ing through p is called the Tangent Plane

All of Hamiltonian mechanics is derived



at p and is denoted, Tp M.



from one principle[7]:



With this new understanding of vectors,



Z



t2



L dt, where L := T − V, (7)



A(L) =



the framework for the following theory can



t1



5



By applying the Euler-Lagrange equations,

the equation of motion is seen to be:

˙ =0

−mgl∂θ (1 − cos(θ)) − dt (ml2 θ)

(10)

¨ + g sin(θ) = 0,

=⇒ θ(t)

l

which is the familiar pendulum equation.

Clearly, this method has a powerful



Figure 4: A typical manifold with two charts



(Ui , Φi ) shown, and examples of the Tangent

Planes.



ability to obtain trajectories, but an

important property must be emphasised.



the difference of Kinetic and Potential



This is purely a local equation, since it



energies.



From this principle and the



is about relationships between derivatives,



calculus of variations, one arrives at the



and so can only yield information regarding



first great tool in Hamiltonian Mechanics,



a point. To obtain the equations of motion,



the Euler-Lagrange equations.



it must be be integrated along some path,

which is not always possible in the context



Definition 7 For

L(q1 , ..., qn , q˙1 , ..., q˙n , t),



a



of manifolds.



Lagrangian

the



Euler



La2.2.2



grange (E-L) equations are defined as:



Noether’s Theorem On Flat

Space



(∂qi − dt ∂q˙i ) L = 0, ∀i = 1, . . . , n



(8)



The next step from the E-L equations is

the famous Noether’s Theorem. To derive



where the qi are generalised coordinates.



it there are several approaches, Noether



The solution of these equations is the path



herself used a group theoretical approach,



followed by a system minimising its action.



there exists a full manifold approach which

will be seen shortly but the place to start,



The usefulness of these equations is best

observed with an example.



is with the theorem in flat space.



Consider a



simple pendulum, with coordinate θ(t)



Definition 8 For a Lagrangian system



measured from the vertical, length l,



L(qi , q˙i , t), a continuous symmetry of the



then the height is l (1 − cos(θ)), and the



potential energy mgl 1 − cos(θ) . The



system is defined to be a function

φs : Rn → Rn , φ0 (qi ) = qi such that

L(φs (q), φ˙ s (q), t) = L(q, q,

˙ t), ∀s ∈ R,



Lagrangian of this system is:



where







1 2 ˙2

L = ml θ (t) − mgl 1 − cos θ(t) . (9)

2



s



function.[8]

6



is



some



parameter



of



the



The theorem then states that if such a



Again it is best to understand this with



symmetry exists in the system, then there



an example. Take a Lagrangian for two



exists a conserved quantity, the Noether



interacting particles in R2 :



constant:

N (qi , φs ) :=



n

X





L = r˙ 21 + r˙ 22 − V |r1 − r2 | ,

∂q˙i L · ds φsi (q)|s=0 .



(14)



(11)



i=1



with a symmetry of rotations about the

origin, i.e.



This can be shown[10] by an exercise in

differentiation and application of the E-L









cos(s) − sin(s)

 · ri

φs (ri ) = 

sin(s) cos(s)



equations as follows:

Assume a symmetry as above, then by



(15)



assumption ds L = 0, factoring out this



Note that this is a symmetry of the above



derivative yields:



Lagrangian, since rotations will preserve



n

X

i=1



speed and distance, but not direction.



!

∂L

∂L

ds φsi (q) + s ds φ˙ si (q)

∂φsi (q)

∂ φ˙ i (q)



Then the Noether constant is



+ ∂t Lds (t)



N=

= 0 (12)



2

X

i=1



(16)



(xi , yi ), is



the E-L Equation, and using Clairaut’s

theorem of commutativity of derivatives[9]:



N=



2

X



y˙ i xi − x˙ i yi ,



(17)



i=1







dt ∂q˙i L · ds φsi (q) + ∂q˙i L · dt ds φsi (q)



i=1



s=0



and this is familiar as the total angular

momentum.



+ ∂t Lds t|s=0

= dt





0 −1

 ri ,

r˙ i · 

1 0



which, if the position is denoted ri =



Now, using lims→0 φsi (q) = qi , utilising



n

X







n 

X



∂q˙i L ·



ds φsi (q)|s=0



This technique can be



employed to find several other variables,





+ ∂t Lds t|s=0



but the problem remains that this is



i=1



a theorem based on flat space.



= 0 (13)



particles



are



constrained



to



When

different



Hence if L is independent of t, or t is



manifolds, it is not necessarily true that



independent of s, which is assumed true,



local constants remain so on a global



then the summation is constant. 



variable as the example in the introduction

demonstrates. To generalise this theorem,



7



Section 2.1.3 must be utilised.



The proof of Equation 20, follows the

same route as before but now with objects



2.2.3



Noether’s Theorem On a Gen-



dependent on the charts. This will cause



eral Manifold



previously unknown behaviour when the

symmetry alters the path of a particle



The problem of extending the theorem to a



into a different chart, and specifically with



general manifold, is solved[11] by reducing



differentials of the local symmetry. This



the manifold back to Rn via it’s charts,



is one of the problems that among other



and then applying the flat case to this new

function.



examples, the M¨obius strip faces, and one



To start this, the Lagrangian



that forms a key part of the investigation.



must be redefined from a function of

coordinates, to a function on the tangent

space, L : T M → R.



3



The motivation



Methodology



for this choice was explained earlier, in

The first approach taken in this project



Section 2.1.3 and it creates a helpful



was to test the strengths and limitations



framework for working on manifolds. To



of the flat case of Noether’s theorem



perform differentials and other calculations



by applying it to several Lagrangians



however, there must be composition with

charts to generate coordinates.



and symmetries.



In this



The scheme for this



was to consider a system, construct a



sense a ”Local Lagrangian” is defined in a



Lagrangian based on energy calculations,



specific chart as:



then to determine the symmetries. This

n

Li = L ◦ Φ−1

i : Vi ⊆ R → R



last part posed problems, since there



(18)



appeared to be no simple way to find

and from the symmetry φs : M → M , a



these symmetries. The method employed



“local symmetry” is created as



was to systematically test symmetries of

just one variable, then to move on to two



φsi,j



s



:= Φj ◦ φ ◦



Φ−1

i ,



(19)



variable symmetries, then three etc. These

multi-variable symmetries tended to be



which accounts for the case where the



of similar form to angular momenta, i.e.



symmetry moves the position from chart



cross products of positions and velocities,



i to chart j. Using these quantities, the



so it was generally this form of symmetry



conserved quantity becomes:



that was tested.



N (p, vp ) =



The study then moved to research into



X ∂L



· ds φsi,j (xα ) |s=0 (20)

α

∂vp

α



Manifolds. This involved proving results,

8



such as the existence of only four distinct

1-D manifolds. These proofs were generally

via constructive arguments, i.e. creating

Atlantes,



testing their behaviour and



using logical arguments to say that other

Atlantes are equivalent so the specific

result can be generalised. An proof was

Figure 5: In this diagram, the reversal of the



found[11], regarding the generalisation of



coordinate system is demonstrated, due to the

non-orientability of the M¨obius strip.



Noether’s theorem to general manifolds

however the original syntax contained

many errors so rewriting this became



Cartesian form, switching to spherical



a primary task,



and in the process



polar co-ordinates and then restricting the



understand when the theorem would not



motion to the surface of the sphere after.



work.



A Noether’s constant was found, and



After a better understanding of these



its dependencies studied, the equations



theories



of motion were obtained and examined



had



been



established,



the



investigation branched into three sections



numerically



studying motion on specific manifolds.



inferred that they were the geodesics of the



The first case was the cylinder S1 × R. A



sphere. A short investigation followed to



Lagrangian for the system was created,



determine whether the paths of free motion



made chart specific and then equations of



on any manifold were the geodesics.



motion were obtained by utilising the E-L



Lastly the M¨obius strip was studied,



equations



one approach was to use the Manifold



potentials



and

were



Noether’s.

tested,



Different

taking



with



Mathematica,



then



into



version of Noether. By attempting this,



account that the distance function will be



the problem of defining a Lagrangian



dependent on the space, in the case of the



became clear.



cylinder the distance between points is no



was tried. The problem was seen as one



longer generated from a unique path. The



of continuity,



potentials that this led to were sketched



component of momentum flips from one



and their behaviour, differentiabilty and



direction to another discontinuously in the



symmetries were examined to deem which



classical M¨obius strip.



would be best in a Lagrangian.



of the perpendicular coordinate led to



The sphere, S2 was studied next.



A new approach entirely



since the perpendicular



Complexification



The



new analysis and by application of E-L



Lagrangian was created by assuming the



and Noethers, equations of motion were

9
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